Description

The TR-36 NAV/COMM/ELT/EPIRB Test Set is Tel-Instrument Electronics Corp. latest offering. Updated to the latest in hardware and software the TR-36 can easily provide comprehensive ramp testing in an user-friendly, light weight high-precision instrument for rapid functional testing of VOR, LOC/GS, MB, and VHF COMM (AM/FM), ELT and EPIRB avionic equipment all in a weather proof package with color display.

Tel-Instrument is known for our intuitive and innovative user interface, but now updated to include ELT, EPIRB and SECAL. The TR-36 with its industry leading, long battery life, rugged and light weight package and easy to see and use COLOR front screen. The TR-36 packs all of the latest features with unsurpassed reliability, performance and resolution of all measured or transmitted parameters.
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